
Cenocco Mini-Camera HD1080P

HD 1080p mini camera for quick attachment. Ideal for surveillance with loop-cycle recording. Wireless,
captures HD images in low light. Motion-activated recording. Audio, rechargeable, 60-min battery life.
Versatile for home, office, or on the go.

Manufacturer: Cenocco
Reference:CC-9047
Options:
Color : Blue, Red

Product Description and Specification
Our Cenocco mini camera is small and lightweight, and it can even be worn as a body camera! The ideal camera for catching
that sneaky person who steals pens from your desk, recording pranks, or filming your adventures!

 

Features:

This mini camera with HD 1080p recording and photo capture attaches in seconds. It can be used as a surveillance camera
because it has loop-cycle recording, which saves storage space effectively. Wireless Mini Spy Camera Captures High
Definition Images in Night or Dark Environments. Enhanced Night Mode includes 6 LED lights. When motion is detected,
the recording begins automatically. Audio tiny secret hidden camera, High-Definition, built-in rechargeable battery, Real
1080P High Definition video Even at night. Built-in lithium battery, 200mAh capacity, working time of about 60 minutes at
1080P 30fps, Mini 8 pin USB, charging capability. The hidden camera can be placed in a corner of your home, office,



warehouse, store, backyard, garden, or even in your pocket or on your collar. As a nanny cam, security system, body camera,
sports action cam, car camcorder, or drone camera.

Specification:

Brandname: Cenocco Color: Black, Blue, Red Video Frame Rate: 30fps Image Format: JPG Type: FULL HD1080P DV
DC  Import OV9712 and hd camera  Compact design, portable handheld DV DC  Under low illumination, HD video
recording can be performed  Video format for:1280X720P  Video format for:1920X1080P  Mode for taking
pictures:12M(4032X3024)  Motion detecting video: 720P and 1080P  USB 2.0 interface of high-speed transmission  Biggest
can support 32GB T-flash CARDS  Support TV OUT TV monitor video connection  Built-in lithium battery durable camera
up to 100 minutes 

EAN : 5404035005545

ISBN : 85258091

Weight : 0.08 Kg

Volume : 0.00040 m3

(L x l x H) : 10.00 cm x 10.00 cm x 4.00 cm

Box 100  units
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